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Recently there have been calls where vehicles are calling 911 directly to report an accident.
Pretty neat technology. In realizing this, there was a realization that some vehicles are
equipped with 911 Assist (Ford) or services such as OnStar and the IAED has a protocol to
address these.
Ford’s 911 Assist service attaches to the paired cell phone in the car. If that vehicle is involved
in an accident that deploys the airbags or activates the emergency fuel pump shut-off, 911
Assist will connect to the phone and immediately place a 911 call. It will communicate the
details of the accident, including the location. After relaying the location information, it will
connect the occupant(s) directly to the 911 call taker to talk.
OnStar and services like it operate a little differently. When the automatic crash response is
activated, it connects the occupant(s) in the vehicle with OnStar’s call centers. OnStar is an
Accredited Center of Excellence and uses IAED’s EMD protocols to process the call. They will
then notify the proper 911 center of the location and relay the patient information they have
obtained.

-Protocol 34: ACN (Autom atic Crash Notification) is only available in ProQA (not
card sets) When selecting Protocol 34, it can be from the chief complaint selection bar at the top of ProQA
or by typing the protocol number 34 into the Chief Complaint Code box.

If the Chief Complaint Selection bar is used, it will bring up a list of sub chief complaints:

Choose the one most appropriate with the information given during tell me exactly what
happened. If no sub chief complaint is selected, the first key question will be a self-answer blue
is for you question. Select the one that is most appropriate for the situation:

Normally if this is coming through an agency such as OnStar, they will give information on if
they have had voice contact inside the vehicle. Be sure to look through all choices and select
the one most appropriate. If the caller is saying there is no voice contact, but they can hear
moaning or someone crying for help, these are considered critical noises heard.

The next few protocol questions are there to get further information for what responders are
looking for:

The vehicle description box pops up for call takers to freely type the information given to them:

If this came in through an agency similar to OnStar, protocol will ask for the incident number.
Obtaining this helps should the call taker need to call back to get further information or if
updates are needed. It will help to get the information quicker.

Protocol 34 should only be used for traffic related issues. This is addressed in the additional
information (Rule 4). OnStar’s call center handles more than just traffic accidents, their service
can be activated by the push of a button for medical emergencies and other services they offer.
OnStar will still process these types of calls through protocols and provide patient care
instructions while relaying information to the 911 center. These calls should be processed
through the protocol that best addresses the patient’s primary medical complaint. Normally
OnStar will already have a final coding to give you. Agencies within our system can take the
final coding and basic information from these types of companies and not process them through
ProQA.

Once key questions are completed, there are PDIs:

•

Direct to occupants is used if the call-taker is in direct contact with the occupant(s) in
the vehicle.

•

Relay via TSP is used if the agency calling in does not use IAED protocols and they are
in contact with the occupant(s) of the vehicle.

•

TSP only is used if the agency calling has no voice contact with anyone in the car and
can’t hear anything

(TSP=Telematic Service Provider)
Be sure to follow the correct DLS link and give any applicable PDIs to the caller.
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